A comparison of "U" and standard techniques for Norplant removal.
To evaluate the "U" technique versus the manufacturer-recommended technique for Norplant removal. We conducted a randomized comparison of the manufacturer-recommended method of removal and the "U" technique. The latter involves an incision between and parallel to the third and fourth implants and uses a modified vasectomy clamp to remove the implants by pulling perpendicular to the implant's axis. Twenty-one physicians (three experienced, 18 inexperienced) performed 200 Norplant removals. Inexperienced physicians took significantly less time for removal using the "U" technique than the standard technique (7.9 versus 10.5 minutes), even after controlling for other factors. Experienced physicians also required less time for removal using the "U" technique (3.1 versus 3.7 minutes), but the difference was not statistically significant after controlling for other factors. Both experienced and inexperienced physicians broke implants more frequently using the standard technique, although the difference was significant only for experienced physicians (relative risk 3.6, 95% confidence interval 1.2, 10.8). No differences were noted between the techniques with respect to tissue damage or patient reports of pain during or after removal. These results suggest that the "U" technique is an improvement over the standard technique, particularly for personnel who are not highly experienced in Norplant removal.